1/2VC Spaghetti Towers. We worked in small groups to build our towers using only dried pasta, 4 large marshmallows and a handful of small marshmallows.
Have a look at our Cinquain poems!

Circus
Scary, impressive
Entertaining, shocking, magic
You can learn tricks.
Big top

CIRCUS
FUNNY, IMPRESSIVE
ENTERTAINING, MAGICAL, DANGER
CLOWNS, JUGGLERS AND ACROBATS

Circus
Funny, crazy
Entertaining, amazing, shocking
Clowns can be creepy
Rings

CIRCUS
FUNNY, CRAZY
SILLY, CREEPY, IMPRESSIVE
THE CIRCUS HAS TENTS
MAGICAL

Audrey
CIRCUS
HILARIOUS, UNBELIEVABLE
MAGICAL, SHOCKING, INTERESTING
ACROBATS CAN BE DANGEROUS

Circus
Funny, crazy
Entertaining shocking amazing
Some circus's are creepy
tent